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Lab Objectives
Upon completion of this lab, you will understand how to identify an optimal Simulink
subsystem to off-load to an FPGA co-processor for TI DM6437 DaVinci processor, and
how to build the basic FPGA model using Xilinx System Generator for DSP as follows:
•

Generate MATLAB 2-D arrays as video frames and adapt them to drive pixels
sequentially into Xilinx System Generator for DSP models

•

Design an FPGA-based SAD template-matching model using Xilinx System
Generator for DSP with Simulink

•

Validate the SAD model in a testbench framework at both low-level hardware and
high-level functional levels using unique features of the MATLAB/Simulink
simulation environment for FPGA image processing

Lab Setup
This lab will require the following software and hardware setups.
Software
The software requirements for this lab are:
• WindowsXP
• Xilinx ISE 10.1i (Foundation with ISIM simulator) with Service Pack 3
• Xilinx System Generator for DSP 10.1 with Service Pack 3
• IP Update #3
• The Mathworks MATLAB/Simulink R2008a
o Video and Image Processing Toolbox and Blockset
o Signal Processing Toolbox and Blockset
Hardware
The hardware required for this lab is:
• Computer with 1 GB RAM
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IMPORTANT!!!
Launching MATLAB
a) Double-click the MATLAB icon on the desktop.

Experiment 1: Identifying Compute-intensive Subsystems Using Code
Profiling
We start by reviewing the profile report for the optimized Simulink video stabilization
model targeting the DM6437 from day 1. We seek compute-intensive subsystems that are
optimal candidates for off-load to an FPGA co-processor. Model-based design in
Simulink is particularly efficient at revealing such candidates because it inherently
structures the algorithm into hierarchical subsystems which are clearly reflected in the
profile report.

Lab Procedure:
1. From MATLAB, navigate to directory
C:\SpeedWay\Fall_08\co_processing\lab2\solutions
2. Open the profile report
“SAD_stabilize_final_rowmajor_fixpt_vpfeoptimized_profileReport.html”
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Figure 1 -- Profile Report
3. Examine the profile report to determine the following information:
Question #1:
What is the average execution time for the SAD?
What percentage of the overall CPU load is this?
What average frame rate can the DM6437 sustain for the
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video stabilization system?

Deleted:

Experiment 2: Designing an FPGA-based SAD Computation Engine
The profile report clearly identified the SAD function as the optimal candidate for offload to an FPGA co-processor. Indeed, the SAD operation is iterative and highly
compute-intensive, with no decision-making. By off-loading the SAD to an FPGA coprocessor we can harness the parallelism of the FPGA to optimize the video stabilization
system. In this section of the lab we will use Xilinx System Generator for DSP to design
an FPGA-based SAD computation engine.
Notes:
-

When developing the FPGA co-processor it is helpful to first create a new Simulink
test harness that is simpler and easier to manage than the complete design. Once the
desired functionality has been achieved the FPGA model can then be integrated back
into the complete Video Stabilization model for system verification.

-

When developing an FPGA co-processor it is also helpful to use a simple test pattern
that allows for easy hardware debug. In this example we have selected a simple
black image with a white square and are using the same white square for the template
input. This input image makes it easy to follow the data through the model and debug
the hardware

We start this exercise by exploring the parameters and test image that will serve as
stimulus to the System Generator SAD-based template matching model.

Lab Procedure:
1. From MATLAB navigate to C:\SpeedWay\Fall_08\co_processing\lab3
and double click “SAD_basic_start.mdl” to launch Simulink as shown in Figure 2.
This model is a basic FPGA SAD computation engine which you will complete.
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Figure 2 -- Opening a Basic FPGA SAD Model
2. When the model opens a plot is displayed labeled “Figure 1” containing a black
square with an embedded rectangle of graduated gray. This is the test image that will
serve as stimulus to the System Generator SAD computation engine.
3. Execute the pulldown menu command “File > Model Properties”. When the “Model
Properties” window appears select the “Callbacks” tab and then select “PreLoadFcn”
from the left hand side of the window.

Figure 3 - Specifying the Model Pre-Load Callback Function
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Note: Simulink offers a very useful feature called “Callbacks” to execute MATLAB
functions or commands at various stages of model execution. For example, you can
specify a MATLAB script in the callbacks to execute when the model is first opened.
We took this approach to generate our test image as a MATLAB workspace vector,
which is sent as input to the model by a Simulink “from workspace” block. We have
thus created a Simulink model that does not require a manual initialization step.
Question #1:
•
•

What is the name of the pre load script used in this design? _______________
Are there other MATLAB scripts used in this design? ___________________
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Return to the MATLAB ‘Current Directory’ pane. Double click the “SAD_basic_init.m”
file to open it as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 - Opening the Pre-Load Callback Function
4. Observe the following in the callback function:
a. Lines 21-22 define the test pattern image size of 54 rows x 72 pixels
b. Lines 24-25 define the template image size 18 rows x 22 pixels
c. Line 26 defines the template position embedded in the test image
The FPGA SAD engine will search for the template embedded in the test image.
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Figure 5 - Parameters of the Input Image for SAD Computation
5. Observe in the MATLAB script how a 2D image is converted into a 1D vector of
pixels for processing in FPGA hardware.
Note: It is convenient to define images in MATLAB as 2-D arrays for frame-based
processing. However, System Generator models work with sample-based vectors at
the input.
The call to function ImageSignal creates 1-D vector S_ImG from the 2-D array
image_in_2D. For SAD-based block matching, we use the luma component only,
resulting in gray-scale images.
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Figure 6 - Creating Stimuli for System Generator Model
Note: As mentioned earlier - To test the FPGA SAD-based template matching model,
a template is created as an increasing sequence of pixel values of 18 rows high, by 22
pixels wide. This simple sequence will ease debug when observing waveforms using
System Generator WaveScope during simulation.

Figure 7 - List 'template' Array
We are now acquainted with the image that will serve as stimulus to the SAD-based
block matching model. We continue by completing the SAD model in Xilinx System
Generator for DSP.
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Figure 8 -- Opening the Transposed Line Buffer Subsystem
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6. Observe that the Transposed Line Buffer Subsystem is incomplete. Execute the
following instructions to create a video line buffer in the FPGA. The steps will have
you open the Simulink Library Browser, expand the Xilinx Blockset and navigate
down to the Memory sub directory where you will see the a Dual Port Block RAM, or
BRAM. Click and drag the BRAM into the design and connect the dangling wires as
shown below.

Figure 9 - Add Dual-Port RAM to Create a Video Line Buffer
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7. Follow the steps shown below to complete the transposed line buffer.

Figure 10 - Complete the Transposed Line Buffer
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Detailed Line Buffer Explanation
A dual-port RAM implements a video line buffer of depth ROI_width, in which each
memory location holds template_height concatenated pixels. Incoming pixels are stored
in transposed fashion, such that each memory location holds a column of pixels as high as
the template being searched for.
Algorithm:
• under control of an address counter at the pixel rate, as each new pixel arrives:
o read out old pixel column on port A
o slice off and discard top-most MSB pixel (from oldest video line)
o concatenate current pixel as LSByte
o result is new pixel column
o store with write to port B
o send out this new pixel column to SAD engine
Note the versatility of the Dual Port RAM block to store and retrieve video line buffers,
of any dimension. This particular model uses a template of dimensions 22 pixels wide by
18 rows high. Pixels are represented as 8-bit unsigned integers. Consequently, each
location of the line buffer is 18 x 8 = 144 bits wide. Constant1 block serves to set the
word-width of the dual-port RAM. The BRAM is configured to read from port A and
write to port B.

ROI_width
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Figure 11 – SAD / Image Management in FPGA
8. Next you’ll explore the addressing scheme used for the line buffer.
1

2

Figure 12 – Analyze the Pixel Buffer Sequencer
Question #2:
•
•

What range of addressing does H Counter generate to the dual-port
RAM?___________
How is the bit-width of the address bus set? __________________________

Hint: Open H Counter to observe its parameters.
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9. Navigate up to the top-level of the design as shown below.

Figure 13 - Navigating back to Top-Level
10. We now turn our attention to the sum-of-absolute differences (SAD) subsystem in
Figures 14 – 17.

Figure 14 - SAD Engine

Given our template height and width, how deep do you expect the Addressable Shift
Registers to be? _________. Figures 15 & 18 may help you answer this.
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Question #3:

ROI_width

Figure 15 - Slicing Column of Pixel words into Individual Pixels
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1
The 144-bit word at the input
port ‘column of pixels’ is sliced
into individual 8-bit pixels.

Figure 16 - Descending into a Single-line SAD Engine
Note: There is a very subtle operation happening in Figure 18. The DSP48A has 30
different modes of operation which can be configured dynamically to perform very
different operations. Note how the use of a simple mux allows us to optimize the
usage of this valuable resource and clear the accumulation in preparation for the
next SAD calculation.
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1

SAD of 1 line computes the inner
sum of the total SAD. The outer
sum is handled by the sequential
adder block, found 1 level above
this subsystem.

Figure 17 – Single-line SAD Engine
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Note: The Xilinx Addressable Shift Register block is a variable-length shift register in
which any register in the delay chain can be addressed and driven onto the output data
port. Data at port ‘d’ can enter into the shift register location 0 when ‘en’ is high. In this
design, the Addressable Shift Register contains 1 line of pixels.

1

Figure 18 – Pixel Buffer Sequencer
Question #4:
Find the driving source of ‘ASR_seq’.
• What is the address sequence of the addressable shift register (ASR)?
• What is the rate of the address sequence relative to the pixel rate?
Question #5:
•
•

How many FPGA system clock cycles are required to calculate the SAD, per
pixel?
How many FPGA system clock cycles are required to calculate the SAD over
the entire ROI?
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11. When finished with question #5, navigate back up 1 level to SAD_basic_start/SAD.
The first single-line SAD computation engine block has purposely been left for you to
complete. Proceed as shown below.

Figure 19 -- Completing SAD Engine for Parallel Computation
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12. Double-click to descend into subsystem ‘pixel_buffer_sequencer’.
13. Double-click the Dual-Port RAM block. Update the Initial Value Vector to the
following expression: fliplr(template(template_height - 17,:))
This expression represents the 22 values of the topmost line of the 18 x 22 template,
flipped left to right. The dual port RAM is disabled for write in the current model
because our testbench only generates a single frame of ROI data. Hence we can use a
set of constant template values, temporarily using the dual port RAM as a ROM. In
lab 4, we will augment the basic SAD engine to write new template values into the
dual-port RAM at each new video frame.

Figure 20 -- Setting Template Initial Values in Dual-Port RAM
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14. Navigate up to the level of SAD_basic_start/SAD, and then descend into the
subsystem as shown below.

Figure 21 -- Descending into the Single-line SAD Engine
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15. We are now prepared to simulate the design. The model contains a System Generator
waveform viewer called WaveScope. In the next steps you will simulate the design
and observe the flow of pixel data through the addressable shift register for SAD
computation.

1

Figure 22 - Launch Simulation
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Figure 23 -- Simulation Results Comparing Calculated SAD with Hardware SAD

13. (Cont.) When simulation stops, the results of SAD computation on the entire 54 x 72
region of interest is displayed. The bottom-left image is the SAD calculated by
MATLAB prior to simulation. The bottom-right image is the result of SAD calculated
in hardware by our System Generator model. Our model is validated when the
MATLAB-calculated SAD and hardware SAD are identical, as shown in the top-right
all-black (zero-value) image as the hardware SAD subtracted from the MATLABcalculated SAD.
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14. As a final step, we will observe the flow of pixel data through the addressable shift
register for SAD computation.

1

Figure 24 – Opening WaveScope

4

1

2

3

Figure 25 - Zoom in on first transition = first non-zero pixel into the SAD engine
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Figure 26 - First non-zero Pixel into the SAD engine
The first non-zero pixel enters the SAD engine when the line buffer bottom right-hand
corner is positioned at line 20, pixel location 20. Note the address counters in hardware
count up from 0, hence the current_line net shows value 19.
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Figure 27 - Block match at minimum SAD value
A block match corresponds to the minimum SAD value over the region of interest. In this
case, the test image had a copy of the 18x22 template inserted into it at 20,20. The
hardware SAD signals a perfect match at current_line = 36, since the hardware counters
start at 0.
We have explored the SAD computation engine implementation in hardware using Xilinx
System Generator for DSP with Simulink. In subsequent labs, we will add control
functions to the model for robust data exchange between DSP and FPGA co-processor.
Close all open models and displays.

This concludes Lab 3.
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Experiment 1: Answer
•
•
•

The average execution time for the SAD block = 29.02 ms.
This is (29.02 / 46.47) = 62 % of the overall CPU load.
The average frame rate that the DM6437 can sustain for the video
stabilization system = 21.5 frames/sec

Experiment 2: Answers
Answer #1:
•
•

The Pre-Load Script is SAD_basic_init.m
The other MATLAB script is ImageSignal.m

Answer #2:
•

The region of interest (ROI) in the model has dimensions 100 pixels wide by
100 rows high. The dual-port RAM is therefore 100 memory locations deep.

•

Consequently the H Counter which generates addresses to the dual-port RAM
counts continuously from [0 … 99].

•

This requires 7-bits of addressing, set by the expression
ceil(log2(ROI_width)) in the number of bits field of the counter. Using
expressions to parameterize Simulink blocks adds robustness to your models.

Answer #3:
•

Given our template width of 22 pixels, the Addressable Shift Registers should
be 22 pixels deep by 8-bits wide.

Answer #4:
•

The address sequence of the ASR is [0 … template_width -1].

•

The rate of the address sequence relative to the pixel rate is 22:1. The output
of the ASR feeds a SAD engine whose DSP48A block is overclocked 22x
relative to the pixel rate. Operating the DSP48A at it’s maximum speed is the
key to optimal performance.

Note: Maximum speed of the DSP48A in Xilinx Spartan3A-DSP at the lowest
speed grade is guaranteed at 250 MHz. For Virtex-5 SX, maximum speed of the
DSP48E is 600 MHz.
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Answer #5:
•

The number of FPGA system clock cycles required to calculate the SAD / per
pixel = template_width ( clock cycles / pixel) = 22 (clock cycles / pixel)

•

The number of FPGA system clock cycles required to calculate the SAD over
the entire ROI = template_width X pixels / ROI
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Revision
Initial Draft for review TMW Natick
MEB&SJC; Reworked labs, figures, and flow to eliminate
Wavescope
MEB. Added Answers to Exp1 Question and Exp2 Q3.
Replaced “template_width” with “ROI_width” in Fig 12 & 16.
LL:
• modified experiment 1 to use profile report of optimized
video stabilization model from the last step of lab 2.
• Corrected flow to paste only the last single-line SAD
engine because of required parameterization of dualport RAM in each ‘pixel_buffer_sequencer’
• Added question 5, for verification in stand-alone system
of lab 5.
• Minor editing
LL: Updated to 2.0
• Updated figures 19, 21 to new model
LL: Added extra detail to answer #2, exp 2.
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